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School Context and Highlights
Lameroo Regional Community School was established in 1990 with the amalgamation of the secondary sections of Pinnaroo,
Geranium and Lameroo schools. The school is in the heart of the Southern Mallee and provides a wide and varied curriculum
from Preschool to Year 12.
Lameroo Regional Community School began 2016 with 6 new staff. For the first time in many years the Leadership of the
school remained stable for 2016.
An enrollment of 158 students at the beginning of the year grew to a very healthy 173 by the end of 2016. This growth is
attributed to industry development in the region along with the opportunity of more affordable housing. Whilst some of our
families live in the township of Lameroo 5 buses transport significant numbers of our students from all over the Mallee.
Highlights have included;
Launching an Agriculture program where all students from Foundation to Year 10 have been involved. Our rescued caged
chickens are now well and truly earning their keep. Produce from our garden is contributing to our school kitchen. Students
participated in learning including included incubating eggs, studying and comparing the growth of layer and meat birds. We
have faced the harsh reality of making decisions to butcher and sell our meat birds and are moving further into the world of
farming being entrepreneurial and a world of business.
LRCS moved into the world of STEM with the inclusion of a Focus on our Arts and Agriculture. Time was invested with
students and teachers to plan for our 2017 initiatives. We are moving more into the world of coding and robots which have
been purchased. We are asking questions about the world of drones and what this could mean in Agriculture.
We are also celebrating growth in individual student learning as evidenced in our data.

Governing Council Report
2016 has been a great year at LRCS. We have all noticed great improvements in our children’s learning as reflected in the
NAPLAN and PAT results.
A huge “THANK YOU” to given to our Staff. All the learning opportunities you have made available to our children and your
hard work in improving our school has not gone unnoticed.
In 2016 I attended a Partnership meeting with school Leaders. We contributed to conversations about improving student
learning. I learnt how important and valuable it is to be part of the Coorong Mallee Partnership and the great benefit it is to our
school to be a part of this Partnership.
I also invited to represent our Governing Council at the Country Cabinet in Lameroo. I felt very proud to witness our students
serving afternoon tea to the Premier, Ministers and invited guests. At this same event our student Leaders engaged in
conversation with our Premier and Ministers proudly representing our school. Several of our State Ministers also visited our
school where our SRC Leaders (both Junior and Senior), myself, Heather Pearce (representing the Parent Club) were given the
opportunity to proudly show of four school.
During this year our school has been well represented in various SAPSASA sporting events, the Australian International
Football Team, the Primary Choir performance at the Adelaide Festival Theatre and the Junior Band performing at the Adelaide
Festival Theatre.
This year has also seen the Agriculture program up and running. The Ag plot is growing veggies and the chooks are laying. I
believe that this will only get bigger and better in the coming years with the possibility of having our very own “Show Team”. I’m
sure we have a lot of very excited students and “Farming” community members to finally have this happening.
As a Governing Council we have been consulted and communicated in areas ranging from Finance to learning. We have also
approved the building works in the new staff are and administration.
Our School is in a strong position to become the “chosen” school in our area and there are exciting times to look forward to as
we grow. This is also thanks to the invaluable volunteer help that’s given by the parents and community members on our
Governing Council and sub committees.
Thank you, Sarina Byrnes.
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Improvement Planning and Outcomes
We began 2016 with an External Review of our school which confirmed what we had already uncovered in our self-review. The
External Review Directions have provided a clear improvement plan which has been documented in our Priority Improvement
Plan.
External Review Directions:
1. Ensure all students achieve at and beyond the SEA (Standard for Educational Achievement), by enabling staff to use data
analysis and formative assessment processes to understand, respond to and support each student in their learning.
2. Implement a systematic approach to leading school improvement, by establishing processes that focus and support the
development and accountability of collaborative professional learning teams.
3. Build teacher capacity across the school by implementing performance and development processes and quality professional
learning that is informed by research, relevant to classroom practice and aligned to the Australian Professional Standards for
Teachers.
Some of the strategies implemented included:
• Develop a strategic plan documenting collection, analysis and implementation of data.
• Targeted professional learning about the use of PAT data to inform teaching and learning programs.
• The creation of the systematic tracking of students who are not meeting the SEA or the Australian Curriculum standard for
their year level.
• Implementation of Formative assessment as a pedagogical tool to meet the learning needs of students.
• Implement Partnership priorities (pedagogical practices).
• Teachers working together in peer observations and program review to develop collaborative learning teams.
• Performance Development meetings for SSO staff.
• Building teacher capacity through engagement with Dylan Wiliam Formative Assessment professional learning.
Our key successes have included:
• The rigorous and successful collection, analysis and application of data to track student progress, inform teaching and
learning plans, report to parents and ultimately led to growth in individual student learning.
• The identification of students who were not meeting the SEA and the implementation of specific and individual learning goals.
• A systematic and rigorous approach to leading school improvement through teacher development and professional learning
resulting in improved teaching practices.
The creation of the systematic tracking of students who are not meeting the SEA followed by targeted intervention has
produced growth which includes and is not exclusive to the following:
• The 2016 cohort of Year 6 students had grown from 27% of students meeting the SEA in Year 5 to 91% meeting the SEA in
Year 6 in Numeracy as evidenced through PAT M. The 9% indicates 1 student who demonstrated 2 bands of individual growth
in 12 months.
• The 2016 cohort of Year 6 students had grown from 46% of students meeting the SEA in Year 5 to 91% meeting the SEA in
Year 6 in Reading as evidenced through PAT R. The 9% indicates 1 student who demonstrated 3 bands of individual growth in
12 months.
• The 2016 cohort of Year 8 students had grown from 54% of students meeting the SEA in Year 7 to 77% meeting the SEA in
Year 8 in Numeracy as evidenced through PAT M
• The 2016 cohort of Year 8 students had grown from 49% of students meeting the SEA in Year 7 to 85% meeting the SEA in
Year 8 in Reading as evidenced through PAT R.
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Performance Summary
NAPLAN Proficiency
The percentage of non-exempt students enrolled in the school at the time of NAPLAN testing, who have
demonstrated achievement in NAPLAN proficiency bands above the National Minimum Standard for Reading
and Numeracy (DECD SEA). The Standard of Educational Achievement (SEA) is defined as children and young
people progressing and achieving at or above their appropriate year level.

Reading

Data Source: DECD special extract from National Assessment Program Literacy and Numeracy (NAPLAN) SA TAA data holdings, September
2016.*NOTE: Reporting of data not provided when less than six students in the respective cohort. A blank graph may imply student count being less
than six across all cohorts.

Numeracy

Data Source: DECD special extract from National Assessment Program Literacy and Numeracy (NAPLAN) SA TAA data holdings, September
2016.*NOTE: Reporting of data not provided when less than six students in the respective cohort. A blank graph may imply student count being less
than six across all cohorts.
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NAPLAN Progress
The data below represents the growth of students from 2014 to 2016 in the NAPLAN test relative to students
with the same original score, presented in quartiles.

Reading
NAPLAN progression

Year 3-5

Year 5-7

Year 7-9

State (average)

Lower progress group

18%

44%

18%

25%

Middle progress group

45%

22%

45%

50%

Upper progress group

36%

33%

36%

25%

Data Source: DECD special extract from Student DataWarehouse, September 2016.
*NOTE: Reporting of data not provided when less than six students in the respective cohort. Due to rounding of percentages, data may not add up to
100%.

Numeracy
NAPLAN progression

Year 3-5

Year 5-7

Year 7-9

State (average)

Lower progress group

55%

11%

45%

25%

Middle progress group

36%

44%

55%

50%

Upper progress group

9%

44%

0%

25%

Data Source: DECD special extract from Student DataWarehouse, September 2016.
*NOTE: Reporting of data not provided when less than six students in the respective cohort. Due to rounding of percentages, data may not add up to
100%.

NAPLAN Upper Two Bands Achievement
This measure shows the number of non-exempt students enrolled at the time of NAPLAN testing who have demonstrated
achievement in the relevant NAPLAN higher bands.

No. of students who sat No. of students achieving in % of students achieving in
the test
the upper two bands
the upper two bands**
Reading

Numeracy

Reading

Numeracy

Reading

Numeracy

Year 3 2016

8

8

2

1

25%

13%

Year 3 2014-16 Average

9.0

9.0

2.7

2.7

30%

30%

Year 5 2016

14

14

2

2

14%

14%

Year 5 2014-16 Average

12.0

12.0

2.0

1.0

17%

8%

Year 7 2016

11

11

2

1

18%

9%

Year 7 2014-16 Average

14.0

14.0

2.7

1.7

19%

12%

Year 9 2016

13

13

3

2

23%

15%

Year 9 2014-16 Average

13.3

13.3

1.7

1.7

13%

13%

Data Source: DECD special extract from NAPLAN SA TAA data holdings, August 2016.
*NOTE: Reporting of data not provided when less than six students in the respective cohort.
**NOTE: Percentages have been rounded off to the nearest whole number.
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South Australian Certificate of Education - SACE
SACE Stage 2 Grades ʹPercentage of grades that are C- or above
for attempted SACE subjects (SEA).
2014

2015

2016

82%

91%

90%

Data Source: SACE Schools Data reports, extracted January 2016.
*NOTE: Reporting of data not provided when less than six students in the respective cohort.

SACE Stage 2 Grade distribution
Grade

2014

2015

2016

A+

0%

0%

3.33%

A

4%

4%

3.33%

A-

4%

11%

6.67%

B+

9%

13%

13.33%

B

16%

11%

6.67%

B-

14%

7%

6.67%

C+

11%

15%

33.33%

C

13%

20%

6.67%

C-

13%

11%

6.67%

D+

5%

4%

6.67%

D

4%

2%

6.67%

D-

2%

2%

0%

E+

0%

0%

0%

E

2%

0%

0%

E-

0%

0%

0%

N

5%

0%

0%

Data Source: SACE Schools Data reports, extracted January 2016.
*NOTE: Reporting of data not provided when less than six students in the respective cohort. Due to rounding of percentages, data
may not add up to 100%.

SACE Completion - Percentage of completers out of those
students who had the potential to complete their SACE that
year.
2014

2015

2016

83%

100%

83%

Data Source: SACE Schools Data reports, extracted January 2016.
*NOTE: Reporting of data not provided when less than six students in the respective cohort.

2014

2015

2016

Percentage of year 12 students undertaking
vocational training or trade training

70%

66%

20%

Percentage of year 12 students attaining a year 12
certificate or equivalent VET qualification

100%

100%

100%
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School Performance Comment
The SACE Completion rate for 2016 was 83.33% which is 16.67% lower than in 2015.
In 2016 the overall percentage of SACE Stage 2 A and B grades are below those of the State, and D and E grades are above
the State percentages. In 2016 80% of Stage 2 grades were at B+ to C-, compared to state-wide 72.8%. In 2016 10% of Stage
2 grades were at D+ and below, compared to state-wide 3.3%.
One student achieved a Stage 2 subject Merit in 2016.
Stage 1 results for 2016 data shows that 42.85 % of all grades at Stage 1 are A and B grades. A grades are 7.7% lower than
State percentage, B grades are 10% lower than Stage percentage whilst D and E grades at 8.7 % are on parity with the State
percentage.
In 2015 66.7% of students gained their SACE by combining SACE subjects and Vocational studies. In 2016 this reduced to
20%. In 2015 8.57%, and in 2014 16.33%; of students gained their SACE by combining SACE subjects and a School Based
Apprenticeship. In 2016 this reduced to 0%.
Over the last 3 years, Vocational Courses and Schools Based Apprenticeships have decreased in popularity at Lameroo
Regional Community School. Teachers attribute this to family’s limited access to VET based providers in the locality and local
apprenticeship opportunities. Transportation to and from regional training centres is problematic for families.
The 2016 NAPLAN results demonstrated some pleasing growth in most areas which was also evidenced in our PAT data. Key
achievements in this area include but are not exclusive to :
* 100% of students in Year 7 achieving National Minimal Standard in both Reading and Numeracy.
* 20% increase in Year 9 Reading results from 2015 - 2016.
* When students are compared against there own NAPLAN results from 2014 there is strong progression and growth resulted.
* There was an increase in students in the Upper Bands in Year 3 for both Reading and Numeracy.

Attendance
Year level

2014

2015

2016

Reception

90.3%

90.7%

89.3%

Year 01

93.3%

92.3%

92.0%

Year 02

93.8%

95.2%

92.9%

Year 03

96.9%

95.7%

91.8%

Year 04

93.8%

92.9%

95.2%

Year 05

94.0%

93.8%

93.3%

Year 06

94.1%

94.9%

91.7%

Year 07

93.2%

94.8%

93.4%

Year 08

95.2%

90.7%

93.0%

Year 09

93.2%

89.4%

93.5%

Year 10

94.4%

94.8%

92.5%

Year 11

85.3%

91.3%

94.8%

Year 12

83.1%

83.3%

92.5%

Total

92.7%

92.5%

92.8%

Data Source: Site Performance Reporting System, Semester 1 Attendance.
Note: A blank cell indicates there were no students enrolled.
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Attendance Comment
LRCS attendance has remained stable throughout 2016. Both class and whole school attendance is celebrated in Assemblies
with awards being presented to students with 100% attendance. Our attendance can be challenged by farming families taking
holidays around the seasons on the land, a small percentage of families with poor attendance and transient families who do not
enroll promptly at their in their new schools.
Strong communication between home and school is positive.
In 2017 we are aiming to increase our attendance percentage to 95% and above.

Behaviour Management Comment
In 2016 we report that we had a total of 34 Administration Time Outs, 2 Internal Suspensions and 3 External Suspensions.
The Behaviour Management Policy has been under review in 2016 and is currently in its draft form. We anticipate the new
policy will be ratified by the Governing Council in Term 1 2017 following a wider consultation with parents.

Client Opinion Summary
Client Opinion in 2016 was sourced through the External Review Process which occurred in 2016.
To what extent is a positive and focused approach to improvement and change evident?
“The Review Panel heard appreciation from students, parents and staff about the way the new Principal has established an
‘open style’ and is fostering a student-focused culture of learning. Students in particular, did not hesitate to offer comment that
the school was getting better because the Principal ‘listens to us’ and ‘cares about the students’. There are positive signs to
parents that ‘the school is on a turnaround’, that public confidence is returning and, as a consequence, the enrollment and
retention has the potential to increase. The intention to develop a whole-school approach to ensure effective teaching helps all
students to be successful was also well supported. Parents said they have faith in the commitment and integrity of the whole
leadership team, and believe that this is filtering down to all staff and across the school.” (‘Lameroo Regional Community
School External Review Report February, 2016)
"Parents respectfully shared different examples of how well their children are supported in their learning. They said they
appreciated good teachers and, as a general rule, they felt the teaching is fine, unless your child is ‘struggling’. Some parents
felt their children received the help they needed, some felt they had to negotiate with the teacher or the school, while others felt
they had to learn for themselves about how to help their child.
Governing Council and Parent Club members were happy to see a ‘push for excellence’ coming from the new Principal and
through the school improvement plan. Reinforcing the need for the school community to be an orderly and safe place for
learning was also appreciated. The parents wanted to see the best for all students.
In response to questions from the Review Panel about “how well are you achieving?” students shared their views about
learning and teaching, confidently and openly, acknowledging that everyone could and wants to do better. Students recognised
that everyone struggles at some time in class “when you learn something new” or “when you don’t know what to do”. Of
concern to them was that some students don’t always get extra help with their learning: “if you can’t read you can’t do
anything”. (‘Lameroo Regional Community School External Review Report February, 2016)
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Intended Destination
School
Leave Reason

Number

%

Employment

1

4.2%

Interstate/Overseas

1

4.2%

Other

0

NA

Seeking Employment

0

NA

Tertiary/TAFE/Training

0

NA

Transfer to Non-Govt School

0

NA

Transfer to SA Govt School

7

29.2%

Unknown

15

62.5%

Unknown (TG - Not Found)

0

NA

Data Source: Education Department School Administration System (EDSAS) Data extract Term 4 2016.

DECD Relevant History Screening
LRCS diligently follows DECD processes pertaining to Screening.
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Teacher Qualifications and Workforce Composition
All teachers at this school are qualified and registered with the SA Teachers Registration Board.
Qualification Level

Number of Qualifications

Bachelor Degrees or Diplomas

31

Post Graduate Qualifications

9

Data Source: DECD HR Management Reporting System, extracted Term 4 2016.

Please note: Staff who have more than 1 qualification will be counted more than once in the above qualification
table. Therefore the total number of staff by qualification type may be more than the total number of teaching
staff.

Workforce Composition including Indigenous staff
Teaching Staff

Non-Teaching Staff

Indigenous

Non-Indigenous

Indigenous

Non-Indigenous

1.0

16.1

0.0

8.3

1

18

0

13

Full-Time Equivalents
Persons

Data Source: DECD HR Management Reporting System, extracted Term 4 2016.

Financial Statement
Funding Source
Grants: State

Amount
$2,661,492.31

Grants: Commonwealth

$4,000.00

Parent Contributions

$73,503.19

Fund Raising

$11,972.32

Other

$194,246.56

Data Source: Data Source: Education Department School Administration System (EDSAS).

2016 School Annual Report: Tier 2 Funding Report*
*Tier 2 funding provides additional resources to support students who are unlikely to obtain the desired outcomes without further support.

Tier 2 Funding
Section

Tier 2 Category (where applicable
to the site)

Briefly describe how the 2016 funding was used to improve the relevant Outcomes achieved or progress
Standard of Educational Achievement (SEA) outcomes
towards these outcomes

Improved Behaviour Management and Student funding was used to support students through releasing teachers to create
individual learning and Behaviour plans for students which was also supported with
Engagement
SSO time.

Targeted Funding for
Individual Students

Improved Outcomes for Students with Geographical Isolation Funding provided 1:1 SSO support for a New Arrival to
Australia and funded the release of teachers to plan an individual program and
an Additional Language or Dialect

Successful beginning to school for 2
Foundation students.
Increased engagement
Successful beginning to school.
Increased communication.

resources for this student.

Improved Outcomes for Students with Students are provided with an individual learning program which is specific to targeted
needs. SSO support is provided in classroom. Teachers are released to plan for
Disabilities

Individual student growth as evidenced
by data.

individuals and participate in Intake meetings.

Improved Outcomes for
- Rural & Isolated Students
- Aboriginal Students
- Numeracy and Literacy
Targeted Funding for
Groups of Students

Program Funding for
all Students

Other Discretionary
Funding

First Language Maintenance &
Development
Students taking Alternative Pathways
Students with Learning Difficulties
Grant

Rural and Isolated funding is used to support at an individual, class and site level
through the provision of transport to attend learning opportunities not available in our
region and support technology to access learning as some examples.

Access to learning outside the region.

Aboriginal students are provided with a One Plan for targeted specific learning.
Students are supported with SSO time as required. Cultural experiences and
leadership opportunities are provided for Aboriginal Students.

Growth in individual student data.
Increased cultural richness on site.

SWD are provided with SSO support as per their funding allocation and an individual
learning program.

Australian Curriculum
Aboriginal Languages Programs
Initiatives

N/A

N/A

Better Schools Funding

Targeted students are provided with an individual learning program specific to need.
SSO support is provided in classroom. Teachers are released to plan for individuals
and participate in Intake meetings.

Individual student growth as evidenced
by data.

Specialist School Reporting (as
required)

N/A

N/A

Improved Outcomes for Gifted
Students

N/A

There are increased numbers of
students in Higher Bands in 2016.

Primary School Counsellor (if
applicable)

The Primary School Counselor Role sits with the Deputy Principal who overseas the
welfare of the Primary Team and works with the Pastoral Care Worker to implement
Wellbeing initiatives.

Positive school culture

